
OFFICE BROKERAGE TEAM 

 

CLIENT:  Progressive Design Collaborative 

LOCATION:  Raleigh, NC    

REAL ESTATE TYPE:  Lease 

SERVICES PROVIDED: Tenant Representation 

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  7,259 

 
OVERVIEW: 

Progressive Design Collaborative (PDC Engineers) is a full service consulting engineering firm that was founded in Raleigh over 40 

years ago.  The company is an employee owned collaborative made up of engineering professionals and designers who take great 

pride in their work and in providing unmatched customer service.  Previously, PDC Engineers was leasing office space in North  

Raleigh and was the majority occupier of space in the building.  The building was sold and its new owner had plans to owner-occupy 

the building, leaving PDC Engineers the daunting task of juggling their ample workload while also finding a new office location in a 

strict time frame.  PDC Engineers formed a relocation committee and quickly engaged Rich Commercial Realty (RCR) to assist 

them with analyzing their current and future needs and help them find a new location. 

RESULTS: 

The Rich Commercial team worked with the committee to understand the flow of their office and identify inefficiencies in their old 

space that could be improved moving forward. Through careful space planning PDC Engineers was able to reduce their square 

footage without sacrificing necessary room to grow within their lease term. RCR prepared market surveys, toured several      

properties, and helped PDC Engineers leadership narrow their focus. RCR was able to take advantage of a soft market and several 

viable space options to create the leverage to achieve below market economics for the new leased location.   

 

VALUE ADDED: 

Mitigating inefficiencies in the new location, coupled with strong negotiations, RCR was able to cut PDC Engineers’ office rent 

budget in half. Numerous concessions were given including a below market rental rate, turn key upfit, a cash moving allowance, and 

above market number of months of free rent. With no flexibility on the timeframe for exiting the previous space, RCR stayed   

involved in the upfit of the new office space, working to solve timeline related issues to ensure a firm move in date. PDC Engineers 

now has a high functioning work space that will suite their need for years to come.   
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